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An arsuhent is developed ro show that the origin and wolution of the percepnal
cuidance of movenenc and the movenent enhancement of opportunities to
perceive, that is, pe.ception action cycl6, have a diiet and deep coDnection with
themodrnamic p.incipl$. The cornestones of rhe argunen! arq (a) mdinum
entopy production s a physical seletion principle (thftmodynamic ffelds will
behave in such a frshion s to set to the ffnal state minimia the ffeld potential ol
mdimia the entroly at the fsr$t possible rate civen the consftaiDts)i (b) the
inexorahility of order production (order productioD is inexorable because order
producs entropy faster than diso.der); (c) evolution a a slobal phsomenon (the
Ea.th system at lts hlehat level evolvs s a single elohal entity)i and (d)
infornation in Gibson's law.bsed, sp€iffcational setue (inva.iant relations exist
betwen higher order propeni6 of sFuctu.ed enerBy disnibutions and rheii
eDvi.oDmenral soutcs). ln rhe c@rdinarion of selfllganiziDg dynamics with
information iD the speciffcational sense, aaes is provided to orhevise indccee
sible oppo.tunitig to produce ordered now and to di$ipare, thereby, the eec
cosmic potenual at f4re. .ates. The prog.e$ive ensgence of perception-action
cycl$ in the evolution of the Eerth s a Clobal entity is the lawtul product of
opportunistic physic: There was no other way to produce the colletive (oidered)
stat$ that would engends th6e hichs levels of dissipation. Perception-action
cycle exprss higher order synmetis
of the world itself, in its ovn becomins.
Per<€prion-actionis,h€ physicsar rhe"e hrgher loeLs.

Requ6B ao! Ep.iD6 should be $nt to Rod SwenFD, Ce.!€. aor the Eolosical study ol
Pereptiob and Action, Dcpafrnent ofPsycholog} U-20, Univelsity ofConnd'clq
406 Babbidce
Road. Stoft. CT 06269-1020.
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INTRODUCTION
The modern roots of psychology can be traced back to the 17th century when
the ideaof an inmaterial 'mind'(or spirir or'thinking I'), inmune 6om rhe laws
ofphysics, was advancedby Descanesas part ofthe dualistic wolld view thai
gained ccendancy along with the Scientiffc Revolution. At the point of this
conceptual origin, psychoiogy can rhus b€ sen 6 che study of all rhat is not
physical. Becausethe "manef'of rhe physical world was taken by Descarresro be
composed of purposeiess, reversible, analytica y continuous, and qualityle$
particles (without colo(, tast€, or sm€ll) governed by dererministic law, the lion\
share ofworldly properties was clearly left to the immarerial or "mental" portion
of the world. Although philosophy became hisrorically separated from psychology as rhe discipline whose job it was to address ontological and epistemological problems (generated, largely, by the inherent incommensurabiliry of the
Cartesian scheme itselfl, this separarion h6 always been tuzzy ar best because
ftom the tihe of Descanes psychologicat argunents (in panicular, theories of
perception) were almost invariably used, or assumed, as the startins poinr for
episremoiogicaland ontologicalclaims.
Vhile Descartes saw the entire natural world, including 'organic nature"
(with the exception of the immarerial mind ofhumans), as a gianr dererminisric
hachine, Kant (1790/1929), takine the view that it was inpossible for the
pu.posiveness of living things to be described in nechanical terms, argued for
rhe "autonomy o{ biology" Fom physics(Cassire.,1940/1950).Ahhough, like
Descanes, Kant had {omulated his argument to serve his own riaDscendenral
doctrine, his criti€ism o{ nrchanisn was entirely correct. The consequence of
his "autonony of biology" argument, however, was the establishment of a new
dualisn-a duahm of life versus physics (living vs. nonliving or organism vs.
environment). This same aigument, ofthe incommensurability ofphysics and
the charact€ristic properties of living things (to strive, perceive, and act purposively), is srill used in contemporary scienceto back the casefor a biology latgely
indifferent to the generalprinciplesofphysics {e.g.,Ma}-r, 1985).
The tundamental mutuality claim of ecological psychology (Gibson,
1979/1986), that livine thinss as perceiver-actors and their environments
constitute single and nreducible dynamical syst€ms(Mace, 1977;Turvey &
Carello, 1981), re;ecrs the t.aditional view that the propertie o{ Iiving things
and physicallaw are incommensurabie.Recentwork by Swenson(1988,1989b,
1989c, 1989e, in pres-b) on the rhermodynamics of self-organizing systems,
when coupled with the law'based account of infornation in the specificational
sense(Gibson, 1966,19?9/1986;Kueler & Turvey, i 987),showshow the accive,
end-directed behavioi oi living things has its origins in rhe sl'rnmerry properties
of physical law and how the mutuality claim of ecological psychology can be
shown to dilectly follow. \(/hile a nunber ofrhe cent.al rhemesofrhis article are
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laid out in derail, many orhers can only be sketched. A more complete
development will be presented in a subsequent work (Swenson, in pre$-d).
Thermodynamics

and Perception-Action

Cycles

fton a thamodynamic point ofview, animalsnove so that they can eat, and
ear s that they can nove (lberall, 1974). Form and tuncrion denand a
continuous production of€ntropy (degradation of€nergy), and to preseoe form
and tunction, therefote, an animalls on-board energy supply must be regularly
replenished. Although many living things have their fuels sered to them,
animals by and large must seoice chemselves;they move so they can €at.
From a diffetent point of view, which takes as its focus the perceptual
capabilities of aninals, one might say that animals move so that they can
perceive, and pdceive so rhat they can move (Gibson, 197911986). As underscored by Gibson (1966), the conmonplace, direcred behaviors of animals
comprise continuous cyclic rclations b€tween the detection of infomation and
the pedomatory and exploiarory activities that sefl€, in signiffcant part, ro
facilitate that detection and which, in turn, are guided and shaped by it. ln a
wedding of the perc€ptionist's view with that of the thermodynamicist,
pdcQtion-action cyclesaie sen 6 suppoiting the selfseivicingthat maintains
an animal's on-board potential at appropriate levels. The perceptual guidance oI
movements and the movemeot enhancement of opportunities to perceive,
extend to aninals particular beneffts in their seatch for, and consumrnation of,
Clearly, perception-action cvcles can be placed into a thermodynamic peP
spective, asthe foregoing attests: Perceiving and acting capabilities are what they
are, in part becausethe rhernodynanical requirenents of livins things are what
they are. The emphasis of this rationalization-of perception sceering actioN
and actions amplifying perc€ptual opportunities-is on "energy replenishmenC'
or "acquisition of enelgy resources." It is an emphasis that draws on an indirecr
conne€tion between thermodynamics and perception-action cycles. The *cond
law of thermodynamics is about the production of entropy- about the dissipation of en€rgy resources, not rheir replenishnent. The argument advanced in
this article is that perception-action cycles have a much deper and more direct
connection with thermodynamic principles. That is, perception-action cycls
are what ihey are because they extend the means for dissipating energy
resources, for enhancing the rate o{ environnental entropy production.
Respimtion Intensity

and Atmospheric

Orygen

The study of globel evolution reveals the amplilication of biospheric entropy
production with the growth and differentiation of living matter over geological
tim€. The increas€ in atmospheric oxygen shown in Figure 1 characterizes a
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progressive depamre of rhe global Eanh system (as a single planetary entity)
away fiom equilibriun. The ttansformation of the redox state of the planetary
system, ftom reducing when life 6rst appeared rcme 3.8 billion years ago
(GYA-i.e., giga years ago) to mildly oxidative some 2 CYA to its presently
highly oxidative state, is a measureof a progresive ordering or internal entropy
reduction of the plan€tary ryrtem as a whole. Given the balance equation
dictated by the second iaw, this progr€ssive increase oforder is also a neasure of
an inceasing rate of enhopy production for the geocosmic fieldr Local reductions of entropy in a 6eld (the local production and maintenance of order)
necessarilyincrease its rate of entropy production (the late at which it minimizes
Becausethe atmosphere on the Archean Earrh when life emerged was mildly
reducing, lif€ is presumed to have had an anaerobic beginning. That is, it wa
essentialy fementing and limited by the availability of abiogenically formed
organic conpounds. The tust photosyntheric bactdia (plesum€d ro be sinilar ro
extant purple and green bacteria) provided the means by which the production
of life was linked directly to th€ sun Golar source) by using many of the
incompletely necabolized waste products of the fementers as well as outgassed
reduced conpounds ftom volcanic emissions such ashy&ogen suride and sultur
for reducing power (as electron sourc€s). Expansion was now iimired by the
availability of these ready-made hydrogen compounds. The water (HzO) on
Earth provided an alnost unlimired souce of elecftons, bur th€ oliginal
photosynthesizers coutd not muster the energy to split the water molecules.
About 3.5 GYA poto-cyanobacteria (ancestors of contemporary cyanobacteria that were formerly called blre-sed alcre) learned to link two light sinks
(lrgfitarapping qstens) together so as to apply the necessarytwo photons to the
cleavace of one water molecule. The result was the linking of the viitually
unlimited supply ofphotons ftom the sun to the virtually unlimited supply of
elechons in water and the release of oxygen (O) into the atmosphse. ln
consequence, along with a massive acceleration in the expansion of life, the
PrePhanerozoicr bore witness to a buildup of atmospheric Ou and a shifting of
the planetaly redox potential f.om reducing to oxidative. Before this global
biturcation couid occur. however. natural resewoirs-chenical elements such as
sultur and iron that combine readily with Oz - acting asO, sinks had to be 6lled.
The biog€ochenical evidence for this occuning apptoximately 2 GYA includes
the abrupt te.mination of the formation ofbanded'iron fomations, the appearance of continental redbeds, and the disapp€arance of thorium-rich uraninite
and pylite (Cloud, 19?6,1988). en the sinksw€ie fflled,the availabilityofO,
in the atmosphere produced a chenical potential providing the opportunity for
an even greater production of living matter. Vhereas anaerobic fernentation of
one mole of glucoseto lactic acid produces a flux of 56,000 calories offiee energy,
'"P.frambrian'
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the complete oxidation of the same amount of glucose to carbon dioxide and
calories.
water poduces a flu of 686,0CJ0
The opponunisric production of increasinglv nore highlv ordered states as a
function of increding planerary O, is shown in Figur€ 1. Thus' the buildup of
atmospheric Ou can be seen not onlv as a measure of the distance o( the
planet,ry "ystem fi"- equiliblium, but as the buildup of an intqnal potential
ih,t op"'ated over evolurionary time as an internal ampliffer driving the
planetary system even tunher fton equilibdum. Figure 2 unpacks this thermodvnamic scenario still morer lt shows that not onlv do€s tenestrial entropv
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produdion increase asthe result ofthe increae in the quantity oforder or living
matter over geological tine, but so does the int€nsity of enrropy produ.tion or
mas, specific entropy production. ln fact, as the discussion above indicates' this
propeny to expand both qualitatively (nonlinearly) and quantitatively (linearly)
has ben characteiistic of life fton its beginnings.
Speciffcally, Figure 2 depicts the respiration intensity per unit mass of living
things as a tunction of the Earth's last 6'00 nillion vears (MY). Aqobic
respiration (oxidative phosphorylation) is the process by which living things
'turn
employ O, to releasethe energy potential from thei food. O, is used to
up' or oxidize food in the sane manner that O, is used in the burnine o{ a
flammable material to produce fire. ln aerobic respiration, one nolecule ofo, is
used for the convesion of each atom of organic catbon. The nass speciffc
respiration inrensity is th€ rate at which chemical resurces are dissipated or
bum€d by O? into waste ot heat products pa unit massof body w€ight. lt is thus
a measure of the specific or per-uninnG rate of enhoPy Production. Taken
together, Figures 1 and 2 reveal the global nature of evolutionarv ordedng:
Highei order stat€s require higher rares o{ dissipation to mainrain their extensioni the increas€ in atmospheric oxygen over evolutionary time provided the
potential required for progressively higher ordered states (the st€ep increase in
the respharion int€nsity tundion lFigure 2] corresponds co the steep increase in
the buildup of atmospheric O, lFiguie l]); the higher order states act as sinks
that dissipate the potential.
A well'recognized fact is that for a living thing to exist it musr add continuously to the universal level of en$opy (e g , Schrddinger, 1945). A much iess
well-recognized fact is conveyed by Figures 1 and 2, namely, that when considered at a planetary scale and in geological time, the expansion and diffetentiation of living ma(er throud the production of nore and more living things has
increased the mass specific planetary rate of entropy production. The insight
nade famous in Schrodinger's stat€ment life feds on negentropy,' and first
put losard by Benalan(f (1952), is that living things are not equilibrium states
but rather steady statesmaintained away ftom equilibrium by a continuous Row
of energy and matcer. To be a living thing implies convening €nergv inco
organization and doing oo ceaselesly, and thus the order defining a living thing
continuously adds to the universal entropyi what Figure I highlights is that with
the production of more ordet, with more numetous and more richly organized
living things, and with the progressive production of highet states of order, the
additions to th€ universal entropy are made at a greatd rate The insight
conveyed by Schrdding€rt statement now seemst@ static given Figures 1 and
2, which show the opportunistic ernergence of order as a tunction of the
evolutionary incr€ase of atnospheric Or. Schidding€r's insight is mute with
respect to the directed nature of llfe as an opponunisric planetarv proess of
self-organization charact€.ized by Fogressive difrerentiation and compiex'
iffcation. Conjointly, Ficute 1 and Figure 2 supply a potentially more €ncom-
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passinginsigh. Life proliferates hori,ontally (increas in numb€r) and venically
(incr€ase in levels of order) because the rat€ of entropy production is rhereby
increased. lt is this insight that provides the context for inquiring about the
rhermodynamic status of perception-action cycles.
To summarire, Figures 1 and 2 suggesr(a) the impossibility o{ conc€iving of
living things as s€parate ftom iheir sunounds, ib) rhat both togerher are part of
a directed single planetary or globai evolutionaty processor entiry, and (c) that
this direction is chafacterized by an opportunistic sftategy that produces
progressively more ways, and more intense ways, for this global systen to
generate entropy (ffrst prokaryotes fermented naturally forming organic con.
pounds on an anaerobic Eanhi th€n 't'acrerial phorosFrthesiars' hooked solar
energy directly to terrestrial sinks lto incompletely metabolied producrs of
fermenters and outgassed reduced compoundd and produced organic narer
directly; then proto.cyanobact€ria discovered how ro hook solar energy to the
unlimited electron supply in watd, thus also r€leasing Oz into the atmospherei
and the consequent atmospheric Oz provid€d th€ chemical potential to burn
organic matter farer loxidativ€ metabolism] and produce progressively rnore
highlv ordered forms). lt will be assumed that suggescios (a), (b), and (c), are
pivotal to the thermodynamic rationalization of p€rception-action cycles.

A PhysicalStrategy
The poceptuai guidance of movements and the novement enhancement of
opportunities to perceive compris€ a prominent aspectof the functional orde. ar
the ecological scale, rhe scale at which living rhings and rhei! environnents are
delined. An argument is to be developed thar the origins ofperception-action
cycles inhere in the s€cond law ofthermodynanics and are addressablethrough
the concepts needed for understanding the phenomena depicted in Figures I
and 2. In addr€ssing such issues,Aristotle's merhodology (without his qplanations)G brought to bear:To aftive at an understandingofthe nature ofa thing,
ask the ends that are served. Specifically, the snaregy needed to understand
p€rception-action cycles is the physical saategy of id€ntifying rhe preceding
'H€ld conditions'that produced or selectedthem
at their origim and
seneralized
have conrinued to produce and progressively select them as viable srates of
dvnamical order over evolutionarv time.

THE LIMITED SCOPEOF DARMNISM
Before pursuing rhe physical strategy in earnest, it is necessary to consider
whether or not the nature ofperception-action cycles is explainable through the
conceptual tools of contemporary evolutionary theory. The answer thar wil be
given is "no.' Although the word 'evolution' was popuiadzedin the middl€ of
the 19th century prior to its use in connection with Darwin, roday evolucion
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"almost univelsa y
and 'Darwinism' are typica$ taken to be synonymous. The
adopted deffnition of evolution as a chanse of sene Gequen€i€s"(Mayr, 1980, p.
12) as the iesult o{ natural sel€ction is, today, what is madn! by Darwinism. As
May! (1980, p. 43) noted, the synrhesis or the rise of n€o-Darwinisrn ('Darwin'Snal impl€mentation' of the basic
ism' in irs present form) was simply the
Darwinian conception eKept that the {ocus was shifted ftom the differential
.€production oforganisms to geneliequencies q,ithin a population. This narrow
conception of evolution canies forward the dualistic tradition of decoupling the
living fiom the physical world-a ffadition (as noted earlier) that goe6back in
modern history at least as far as Kant. ln so doing it rendets itself incapable of
addressing the nature of the living itself, in particular the purposive striving of
p€rceiving acring beings.
Spence/s Conception of Evolution and Darwinism
It was Sp€ncer (1862) who 6rst fomulated a general theory of evolution,
defining evolution as the lasftl and progessive production of order fron
"instability of
disorder governed by physicat or universal law. He argued that the
the homog€neous" or rhe lransformation of the incoh€rent into rhe coherent,'
the'law ofevolution,' as he called it, holds uniformly ftom the nonliving to the
biological to the cultural (human social; Spencer, 1862). Alchough Darwin wa
well acquaint€d with Spencq\ work (e.g.' he oedited Spencer with the phrase
"the survival of the ffttesd) Darwin neva usd the word €volution until the last
o/ SPeaiesin 1872, more than a decade after it was ffrst
edition of Th€ ftsfi
published(Cameiro, 1972).
In fact, as Huxley (1878/1954),Darwins most well-known 19th century
advocate himsell noted, DaNin never intended to address the problem of
general evolution or put forth a theory to account foi n at all (Gilson, 1984).'
Dasin's agendawas to dispel rhe then still widely held notion o{the 6xitv of
species.Thus, as rhe tull title of his book (On tie Oisin ol Sbecis br Melft' of
Nat ial Selection, ot the Pft:etuatim ol Fawred. Racesin tle Stusgle Ior LiJe)
'the struggle for life' oi the "struggle for existencd'indicates, Dalwin assuned
a rem he borrowed ftom Malthus, and which Malthus had already claimed as
a general property of animals and plants (Gilson, 1984) as a necessary condidon for natural selection ro begin with. ln shorr, Darwin assumedspontaneous
opportunistic oidering, in panicular, the purposive active properries of living
things including thei! pe.ceiving acting capabilities, as the starting place for his
Despite the fact that Darwin s theory of narural selection clearly lacked, by his
2'M.. Davin," Huxhv (Cilson, 1984,p. 73)saidin 1878,'con6neshinselfto th€ discu*ion .
of livins maa.. a$unilg such nate! to have once comeinto *istcne on thc othq hand' Mr.
Slen,cr. . . I s d.alr utrh the qholc p-obl4 ofevoluoon
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own deffnirion, the scope fo! a comprehensive th€ory of evolution (which its
progenitor nevd claimed it had), in the intqvenine years, rh€ word 'tvolution'
cam€ to be synonymous with Darwinism (tf,vis & Lewonrin, 1985; Mayr,
1980). Because the cenral and limited conception of Darwinism remained
natural selection, the notion of evolution was drastically reduced-iom spontaneous universal ordering, to organic evolurion (evolurion of the living only),
and finally to the product of natural sel€ction. Evolution became deffned bv
Darwinisn itself as the result of natural selecrion acting on a Malthusian
population, namely, a population of dif{erentially replicating or reproducing
entities competing {or resourcesunder conditions oI limited resources (i.e., 6xed
Malthusian paramecers;Mayr, 1980). In sum, the existenc€of a purposive
Malthusian population was assumed,but not accounted for, and given rhat this
assumption is an a$umption of perc€iving-acting capabilities, an accounring of
such capabiliries is, ex 1"poti6i, beyond the scope of €volurionary rheory as
deffned bv Darwinism.

DecouplingEvolution Ircm Physics
Vhereas Spencer had envisaged biological and cultural evolution as sponraneous orderings conforming to a tundamentally physical or universal proc€ss,
the effect of equating evolution with natural selection was to drive a wedge
becq,€enevolutionary theory and physical theory. The repeated insistence of the
autonomy of biology (e.g., Mayr, 1985), simply underscores that rhis dualistic
decoupiing has, in recenr years, been promoted intentionally. The purposelessparticle view of physics (what might be termed the "Newtonian-Boltznann
narative ) is taken to be both accurate and complete, and assuch, rhe argument
is made that physics is imnatqial ro biology and what are taken to be rhe
inher€nt propertiesof th€ living Mayr, 1985).Disconrinuouschange(and thus
crearive chang€) is excluded 6om the Newtonian world, and in the sratistical
Boltzmannian world order is said ro be "intnitely improbable" (Boltznann,
1886/1974). lt is cettainly true that if these conceprions were taken as @mprising a corr€ct and exhaustive description of matter, physic would have little
to say with regard to biology ot psychology. But these €onc€ptioN- coneptions
ftom which the ordered world in which we live cannot be derived-were hardly
accidentai. They were impoverished fton rheir b€ginnings and never intended
to be exhaustive. ln panicular, Newtonian physia, in accommodating the
retigious demands of the time, was formulated with rhe dstrmprion (and
th€refore th€ r€quirenent) that rhere was a watchmaker capable ofordding the
purposelessworld of physics ion the outside. A dualistic assumption was thus
built into rhe foundations of the nodern scientiffc woild view at its inception (€f.
Depew & Veber, 1985;Weber & Depew, in press).
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Consequences
of a Non-purposivePhysics
Historically, the purposele6s materialism advanced by Newconian mechanics
was a radical departure iom pr€vious conc€ptions ofphysics. For the Greeks,
the word "physics' refened to the study of nature, and the nature ofa thing or
proces, in the Aristotelian seNe, was the end it served or ro which it strived.
Thus the study of physics, at its inception, was che study of teleology or 6nal
causes.The attacks on A.istotelian causality by Bacon and Descartes laid the
foundariom for rejating 6nal causes,puaosiveness, or the study of ends liom
modern physia. This rejection would eventually pose difficulties for disciplines
(biology, psychology, and all the social sciences)that could not avoid the study
of ends, namely, purposive, goal-directed, oi intentional behavior. As noted
earlier, Davin hinselfsimply assuned purposiveness c an inherent ptopeny of
the living-"all organic b€ings are striving to increase at a high ratio and to seize
on every unoccupied or less well occupied spac€ in the economy of nature'
(Darwin, 1859/193?,p. 152). Bur such an asumption left unansweredthe
question of the origin or nature of purposivenes in a physicaly ainless or
purposelessuniverse (and the pmcrical quesrion of how the issue of purposive'
nesscan be approachediftel@logy-the study ofends is banned fron discussion). Vithin biology and psychology, the failure to address adequately the
origins issue has nec€ssitated rhe repeated invocation of sp€cial extraphysical
mechanisms as the ources of the order and purposiveness that it is assumed
physics cannot provide. The word "releonomy'', meaning goal-directedness due
to the operation of a piocram (Mayr, 1969, 1976), has been coined for u6e in the
biological litaarure to allow teleological ralk in what is otherwise taken to be a
purpo*less physical world. The dualisrn in such a nove is obvious.
Th€ Plobl€m of the Population

of One

Because natural selection (Darwinism) assumes replicative ordering to begin
with, the incont€stible point is that an evolutionary theory reduced or truncated
to natural sel€ction cannot be conprehensive-evolution did not come into the
world with living things, rather, living things were the product of evolution.
'W}rat
is more, a growing .ontemporary understanding is that evolution, as the
previous discussion has already noted, is a planetary phenomenon, and that the
Eanh system at its highest level evolves as a single global enrity (e.g., seeFieure
1; Cloud, 1988;Matgulis & Lovelock, 1974iSchopf, 1983).Natural selection
cannot address or ev€n recognie this global evolution (in fact denies iti
Dawkins, 1982) because ther€ is no population of replicating and competing
Earth systemson which natural selecrion can a€t; tft€ Fafth k a popubrior, ol ore.
This put6 the question of (end-directed) physics diecdy back on the table and
suggeststhat there musr be a pilstcdi selection principle (because if it does not
involve replicating entities it cannot be biological)thar accounts for the selection
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of ordered (or macro) 6om disordered (or micro) srates. l estores the notion of
evolution-as Spencer 6rst deffned it ro a universal (la*.tuI) process ofsponta,
neous order production llowing ditrctly 6om natural law. Both the evolution of
the living from the nonliving and the problen of the population of one suggest
that evolution, or spontanous order producrion, is fundamentally a generic
physical process of which the characterisric qualitis of living things, such as
perceprion action cycles, are special higher order consequences.
Global Evolution
Outsid€ of Darwinisn rhere has been both a general acknowledgment of evolution as a dirrcted proc€ss of spontaneous ordering (e.g., Oparin, 1968) and a
tong-respected
need{or raking a plan€tarystance.VerMdsky (192911986,
p.81)
wrote: 'the organism cannot be consider€d aparr iom its medium - . . Living
organisms are a regular tunction ofthe biosphere . . . erroneously conftasted with
(rh€ir) medium as though the two w€re independenr objecrs." In his view, evolution could not be understood except at a global level; the mass respi€tion of
all organisms had to be taken into accounr. Biogeochemical ene.gy, characrerized
by the ptogressive gtowth of ftee energy (reduction in enaopy), ads back as an
internal folce to produce increasingly nore highly ordered srater (Figure i substanriates this ciaim). Vernadsky proposed a biogeochenical exftenum principle
governing evolution: The biogenic migration of chemical elenents in the
biosphere tends toward a maximum ofmanifestation. This migration is affecred
nor only by th€ massof atomsin circulation,bur alsoby the intensity or rare of
the circulation. Just as Spenceis law of evolution was un*plained with regard
to the known laws ofphysics, so too was Vernadsky's biogeochemical principte.
Vernadsky believed rhat a physical account was possible, however, and urged
Iitka (1945, p. 167) also believed in the necessity of viewine evotution as a
global whole evolving under rh€ flood of lishr received fiom rhe sun. He
remarked that "tundamental ro the concept of evolution is th€ idea that ir is in
sn€ significant serse a directed process" and proposed a law of rnaximum
energy flux as the governing qtremun: Narural selecion wilt make the energy
flux through the system a haximun, so far as is compatible with the constaints
(Lorka, 1922). These extrenum principles o{ Vdnadsky and Lotka are closely
similar. Vernadskyt inherently more physical view, howevtr, is th€ dea€r of
rhe two. Bmause Ltka's principle is stated as the result of the imperialistic
nature of living things in competition, it srans with the same assumptions as
Malthus and Dauin.
Scope of Darwinism

in Overview

ln rhe p.€vious discussion it was shown why the facr ofpereprion-accion cycles
is oucside the scope of DaminGm. Natural selection prsupposa, at the outset,
the characteristic achievemenrs oflivins rhings self-maintenance, adaptabiliry,
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reproduction, and the abilities to perceive and act coordinately. Additionally,
the steady supply of iee oxygen at appropriate levels needed for the progresive
development of perceiving-acting cycles is a p.operty of a p€rsistent global entity
that Darwinism is not designed to accommodate. Further, bcause it cannot
address this tunctionai global whole, Darxinian rheory, despite the over.
whelming evidence, adopts an agnostic and sometime hostile posture toward
the creative or progressive (neaning: eoing in a direction) nature of evolurion
(e.g., Maynard-Smith, 1969i \gillians, 1966). Becauseadaptation is attainable at
anr iev€l of organization (bact€ria, amoeba, worm, insect, placental mammal),
and because the reproductive capabilities ol many sinpler forms of life suaass
those of great€r complexity (Bdtalanfff, 1968), it is impossible by Darwinian
crireria Lo re(oenizerhe drrectednature ofevolurion.r
A selection principte is required that can account for the selection ofordered
fton disordered things and the progressive evolution of the global entity as a
whole. Because competition for resources (where a generalized resource is a
nonequilibrium ffeld potential as deined larer) is noi between replicating
enriiies but betwe€n nacio (ordsed) and miffo (disordered) modes, the p!iDciple cannot, by detnirion, be biological. This fotces the view that the
overarching selection principle must be physical rather than bioloeical and
suggeststhe necessity of r€couplins the world that has been dualistically pulled
apart. Such a princhle would be consistent with th€ vi€w of the importance of
identifying scale-or level-i;dependent physical principles and laws that tun€tion
with equanimity over all of naturds partitionings (e.g.,Haken, l98J; Iberall &
Soodak, 1987iKusler & Turvey, 198?;Nicolis & Prisogine,1989;Saithe, 1985;
Swenson,1988,1989brVeber, 1991;Yat€s, 19891
The s€ctioB that follow are directed at the earlier claim that the sEat€gy
cycles is the physical strategy of
needed to understand percation-action
identifing the pr€ceding ffeld @nditions which produced or seleted them at
their odgiro and have continued to produce or select them over evolutionary
time. ln developing this claim, the inplicated physical sel€ction principle will
ffgure pominentlv. Ve p.oceed in two main steps, In step one, we identi{y and
d€velop the physi.s appropriare to spontaneous orderings, rhe physics that spells
out the prcceding field conditions. In step two, we {ocus explicitly on the
themodynamic conditions formative of perception-action cy€l€s with special
emphasis on vision's suidance of action.
rTh€ followinc ar a few of th. cxaFpls that a.e easily prolif6at d to makc ih€ point (Ee
Cmciro, 1987., for turthcr disu$ion): (a) '"Io afremptto comparenent'e6 of dinind rypeson a
scaleof hishnes (of o.eanization)eens hop.l6i who will d€ide shdhd a cutlc ffsh be hiehe.
"lt
than. b@ . . ." (Da!win, 1859/l9l?, p. 96). (b) would be a b.ave anatonist wh. would at€npt
to piove thlt lecert ma. is nore onplicaed than a D-aonhr 6dacod€m'(DobthaDsLv, 19?0,p
192).k)'- . . all specie6
fiom aneba to ma. a.€ basi.aly cqlal" (Pon 1980,p, 190,summa.izincthe
neeDalwinian vicw). (d) '. . when we sp.ak of prosr.$ ir solutio. we zre alreadyleaviq the
p. 565, quoting Hlldane)
.elalively ffrn sround of *ieniific obFctivity . . .' (Huxhy, 194211974,
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END-DIRECTEDP1IYSICS
It was during the same *taordinary
decade that saw the works of Spencer and
Darwin first published,that Thomson (1852)and Clausius(1865)formulated
the second law of thernodynamics, a law that Eddineton (1929) regarded as
holding the supreme position among the laws of nature. As oliginaly formulared, the rcond law was precisely a statement offfnal caus€in the Atistotelian
sense as the 'end to which €verything striv€s and which everything sdves" or
'th€ end of evdy notive or generative process' (Bunge, 19?9, p. 32), a fa€t 6rst
explicitly srated by Planck (1949). '"fhe entropy of the worid," said Clausius
(i865, p.400), "strivesto a maximum." The physicalworld, regarded{or so long
as aimless, was seen as end driven.
Eddington s (1929) statement reflrcted the Jact that both the second and the
ffrst laws o{thermodynamics are not ordinary laws ofphysicsi they sir above the
ordinary laws as laws about laws, expressing dynmic synmetnes of the laws of
physics themselves. The 6rst law, the comrvation law, growing out ofthe work
of Meyer, Joule, Helmholtz, and othds, statesthat (a) all forms of energy,for
exanple, mechanical, chemical, or heat, are inrerconverrible into one another,
and (b) the total anount of ensgy is conserved (energy is neither created nor
destroyed). It expressesthe timearanslation symme[y of the laws of physics.
The second law sinila.ly expressesa symmetry that governs the ordinary laws of
physics, but addirionally expre$es a slmmetry that govems the first law aswell.
lHence, Eddingtons claim for its supemacy.) \i/hile the 6rst law is a law of
equivalence, the second law expresses,for nonuniform distributions of consetved quantities (e.g., mas, energy, momentum), a symmeay untulfilled. lt is
preci*ly this untulfflled symmetry (the discibution is not unifoim) that
nomologicaily introduces end-directed behavior into the natural world and
makes the second law a law of'brcference' (Planck, 1949). Clausius's entropy is
the neasure of this preference of nature for certain states.
Th€re is an indnicable relation between energy and entropy, and undersranding its form is of ciucial importance. The ffrst law was formulated prior to
rhe second, but energy was not tullv dedned until entropy was identiffed.
'availability' for producins dynamical
Carnot (1824/1960) showed that the
'notive forcd'-was irrevesibly destroyed. The implicachange or work-rhe
tion o{ this 6ndins, asThomson and Clausius teognized, was that ifthe first law
were to hold, then chere had to be a quantity that was not conserved in addition
ro rhe quantity (energy) that was conserved. The second law states that all
natural processesproceed spontaneously so as to mdimie this quantity, for
which Clausius coin€d the word entropy (to sound like energy and, thereby, to
s[ess the relarion betwen the t'o). The state of maximum ennopy, the end
state at which all evolutionary or macroscopic change stops, is called thetmodynamic equilibrium. Note that when entropy is maximized neld potentials are
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minimized. A ffeld potenrial eaists whenever and wherever there is a
nonuniforn disaibution in a conserued quantity. Thus, the second law may be
expresed equivalently c enrropy mdimization or ffeld potential minidizationi
they are both expres.ionsofthe sames1mmetr1.
The active end-directednarure ofthe srcond law is readily appreciated.lfa
glassof warn liquid is plac€d in a room that is at a cooler tenperature, a flow ol
heat is spontaneously produced fiom the glass to the room until rhe remperatures of the two are equal. The liquid and the room together constitute a
thermodynamic flow 6eld and the difference in temperature berween the two
constitut€s a nonuniform distribution of energy called a 6eld potential. As
Carnor ffrst realized, rhe difference or ffeld potential determines a force,
proportional in magnitude to the sizeofthe differene, that drives the flow. The
flow, which can be considered a drain on the potential, conrinue sponcaneously
until rhe potential is minimized given the constraints, or equivalently the
entropy is mdimized and the ftld G ac thetmodynamic equilibrium (when the
two t€mperatures ar€ equau.
To make the fundamental poinc about the energy with respect to the en(opy,
the room can b€ imagined astightb sealedso that no energy can flow into or out
of it. Note that the energy in th€ field (within th€ entire loom including the glass)
is precisely the sameat the beginnins ofthe proess and at the end of the process;
the only diff€rence is the way it is di6tributed. The latter situation hishlights
how energy and entropy are confounded in statements such as 'energy is the
measureofa systen\ ability to produce change.'Only entropy, the exrent to
which it is maximized, is a measure of a systen's ability to produce change. This
measur€ of the ability to produce change is precisely the notion of Carnot's
availabilityand why Soddy (1912)calledthe secondlaw the "law of availability.'
Entropy maximization can, therefore, be conceived as availability destruction
(or dissipation). The second law would then read: Nature proceds spontaneously so as to maxirnize availability destruction or, synonymously, resource
dissipation.
Note turthet how the example illu66ates the notion ofinal cause.The second
law deffnes the end state the symmety condition of maximum enaopy-fo!
the given temperarure arrangenent and for any othd way the ffeld (room and
liquid in glass) is arranged. Thus, given the same quantiry of enasy, if the
tenperature ofthe liquid is cooler than that of ihe room, then the energy will
flow Iiom the room to the glassrather than the reverse, yet the end state will be
precisely the sam€. What€ver th€ temperature configuration of roon and
contenrs, the ffeld will produce the appropriate flows so as to maximize the
entropy. In sum, rhe symmetry of the second law reveals in the "stiving" of
Clausius, the "preference' ofPlanck, and the 'motive force' ofCarnot that the
laws ofphysics, governedasthey are by this overarchingsymneny, ate hardly
aimlessor oumoseless.but rather active and end directed.
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BOLTZMANN'S REDUCTION
The statement of the wond law appeared as a contradiction ofthe m€chanical
world view. ln respom, Boltzmann attempted to salvage the Nestonian
(purposeless,mechanical) paradieE by reducing the second law to a stochastic
collision tunction, to a law oI probability. His move, by making the spontaneous
production of orda 'infinitely iinprobable" and thus branding the second law as
the'law ofdisorder," deflected attention fton the profound imight ofThomson
and Clausius.
Modeling gas molecules a billiard balls, Maxwell (1871) showed that
nonequilibriurn velocity distdbutions would bmome increaingly dircrdered
with each collision leading to a ffnal nacroscopic state of uniformity and
this state, in which the macroscopic uniforsymm€try. Boltzmann rmgnied
mity and microscopic disorder conesponds to the minimization of a[ 6eld
potentials, as the srate of maximun enaopy and claimed that the second law
was simply a result ofthe fact that disordered states caused by local stochastic
collisions w€re the most probable. ftom this interpreration, molecules moving
"at the same speed and in the sane direction' (ordered behavior) was in
'the most inprobable €asecon€eivable . . .
Boltzmann's (1886/19?4, p. 20) view,
an inffnitely irnprobable condguration of energy." As €mphasized in the two
sections that follow, this view Gtill found in nunerous textbooks) is precisely on
its headi Rather than being infnitely inprobable, atu yoduaion ol oder i: laulul

A PHYSICALSELECTIONPRINCIPLE
Classical thermodynamics rells us that entropy is mdinized at thermodynami€
equilibdun but tells us nothing abour the path of acrion selected to get thde.
An answd to the question can be framed in terms of a simple experinent, the
coNquences of which show a physics that is not only end dircted but
inherently oppoftunistic in attaining irs ends. Figure 3 shows an adiabatically
sealed (closed to the flow ofheat) chamber divided by an adiabatic wall into wo
comparrments, each holding equal quantiti€s of a monatomic gas such that
there is a remperature diference TI > TrI producing a field potential with force
F. tf a section (labeled 1) of the adiabatic seal is stripp€d 6om th€ dividing wall
(Fture 3a), an incoherent llow of energy or heat (a draln) is spontanrcusly
produced 6om I to II until the potential is minimized (the enropy is maximized)
given the constraints. The rate of enhopy production is given by:

ds
dr
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whete dQt/dt and (1/f - 1,/C) are the flow and force respectively. Equation
(l) shows that, cetem pdribr, rhe rate oi enhopy production is determined by
the coefficient of conducrivity of the wall. Figure 3b depicts the removal of a
s<ond portion (labeled2) of the adiabaricseal.The wall underneath in this
second case is €onposd of a diferenr naterial with a different coefficient oI
conductivity. lf the rate of 2 relative to the rate of I is su6cient to drain some
quantity of the por€ntial before 1 drains it all, then thar quantity is automari,
cally assigned to 2. If, with ditrerent relative coefncients. 2 can drain all the
potential before 1 can drain any, then che entir€ quantity is assignedto 2 and I
gets none. With the adding of more drains (Figure 3c), the behavior is precisely
the sane Regardlessofthe parriculars ofrhe system, not only wilt it produce rhe
dynamics appropriate to achieving rhe same ffDal state, but A wi select the
assembly o{pathways or drais among the available dynamic! so as to ger to the
ffnal srate (ninimia the fi€ld potential or maximize the entropy) at the fastesr
po$ible rate given the constraint6. It has be€n proposed that rhe foregoing
expressesaLrpofnuxtml'lrnentlopJptoaktio,aunieersalselectionprinciplethar
provides the physical basis for the inqorability of spontaneous, evolutionary
orderine (Swenson,1988,1989b, i989c, in pr6s-b).

INEXORABIUTYAND OPPORT1JMSM
OF ORDERPRODUCI]ON
A classicexperinenr in self-organizarion(ftrsr devisedby B6na.d in 1900)is
depicted in Figure 4. A viscous fluid is held between a uniform heat source below
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and the cooler temperature of the aii above. Thar is, there is a potenrial
ditrdence with a 6eld force F of a nagnitud€ detqmined by the difference
betwen the two temperatures. Vhen F is below a critical threshold heat flows
ftom the source to the sink (enrropy is produc€d) as a result of the disordered
colisions bdw€en the constituent molecules (seeFigure 4a)r when F is increased
beyond the critical rhteshold Benard 'cells' emerge spontanously, each cell
consisting of hundrds of ni[ions of molecules moving coll€ctiveh tosether.
The major point to be emphasized here is that there is nothing improbable
about the emugence of BCnard celts; it is a completely law.ful phenomenon.
Each tine F is increased b€yond a critical threshold order emages spontaneously. What is the critical threshold?lt is simply the ninimum magnirudeofF
that will support the ordered state. ln other words, od.er tuoAKtion is entirell
oppor&nrstid it occurs as soon as it getsthe chance. The larter is understandable
fton the proposed law ol muimum entropy production,systems will produce
or select those dynamics rhat minimize their field potentials at the fastest
possible rate given the consrraints (Swenson, 1988, 1989b, 1989c, in press-b).
Figure 5 shows the discontinuous increase in hear cansfer that occurs with the
production olthe ordered state. Becauserhe s€cond la\r, requires that entropy
production increase conconirantly with the lGal entropy reduction of the
ordered state, a phenomenon olthe kind depict€d in Figure 5 will be the caseat
whatever level order production occurs: Order is selected inqorably according
to the law of mdimum entropy production for precisely rhis reason.
V/ith the selection oford€r fiom disorder, a switch fiom the summarive linear
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FIGURE 5 The di$o.ti.uous incEas. in the ate oa hea! rans@r efiect€d bv rhc
disde.tcorder tatuition ir a sEple fluid experiment.imilar io thar iD Fisure4, The rare
of hcat taspot in the disrdered ..gine (Bolhann rcsibe) b erv€nby ,.r, and lr + d h
th€ heat ra.spo( in the ddsed recine [].1 x l0 , Hkal x c-. , x w ')1. From
"EngiDeerineI ial
Condirions in Self,Plodu.ine Envnonmhe by R, Swenbr, b M.
Rog6 and N, Waftn (Ed6.),A Delicd.eBala@t'Ielnnl, Clltue 6d Cj.Bequ.lM \p.7A,
1989d.Los Anceles:ln$itute ofElecftical and Elecronic Ensinft 0EEE),Coprighr 1989
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kinetia of rhe disorderedregimeto the autocatakinericsofthe self{rganizins
state occurs and brings with it a qualitarively different kind of behavior. The
term autocarakineric, which as l-tka (1945)noted was ffrst usedby Ostwald,
has been reintroducedinto the literature in an updat€dform as th€ minimal or
most generalized desc.iption of a spontaneoudy ordered or self-organizing state
{Sw€nson,inpiess-a,in press-b).An autocatakineticsystem(Figure6)maintains
irs'telf'as a stateconstitutedby, and enpitically traceableto, a setofnonlinear
(circularlv causal) reiations through the dissiparion or breakdown of ffeld
por€ntials (or resources) in the continuous cootdinated notion of its compo'oI the motion of material
nenrs (fron a*o "seLf" + caa-"dowi'
+ kineric,
"to causeto
bodiesand the forcesandenergy associatedrherewirh"from lfteh,
The generic dynamics of autocatakinetic systems, and of frelds of auto'
catakineticsystemsinteracting tog€ther, is b€haviorally rich. Autocatakinetic
systemsare self'ampli&ins sinks rhar opportunistically pull 6eld potentials
(resources)into their own self-production by extending the spac€-time dimen'
sions of a ffeld and thus its dissipativ€ surfaces.The grearer the dissipative space,
the seater rhe petsnit tillle coxpline al soses and sinls (potentials and dtains,
respectively).
This fact is readily seenin the B6nardexpetiment.Vlereas in the
disorder€d iegime (Figure 4a) rhe intrinsic units of space and rime are of the
order of 10-3 cm and 10-5 s khe mean-free-pathdistancesand reLdation
tines), in the ordered.egine (Ficure4b) the inhinsic dinensions, asdeffnedby
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nasnitude of which is a n€asure of th€ difier€.ce. ddldr is ihe autocatakindic flow and
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the coordinated norions of the components thar coNtiture the cells, increased
to centimeters and srconds. This extension of rhe dissipative spaceof the fluid by
orders ofmagnitude accounts for the increase in the rare ofentropy producrion
*en in Figure 5.
Autocatakinetic systems spontaneously select their own internal degreesof
freedom so as to naximize rhe dtension of rheir dissipative surfaces, which in
the B6nard experiment produces a time-independent state of regutarly arrayed
hexagonal cells (nor shownl Becausesurface area inceases as the square of a
linear dimension whereas volume inceases as the cube, isometrically growing
autocatakinetic systems bifur@t€ spontaneously above sone ninimal size and
proliferate their dissipative surfacesby 6$ioning. The poinr is, the abiliry of an
autocatakinetic sysrem to capture and aanslom energy resourc€s is limited by
irs inputs and outputs, which are a tunction of its disipative surfaces. Consequently, becauseits volume increasq fatet than its surface, asthe system grows,
it becomes increasingly less effrci€nt at capturing and hansforming energy. At
som€ mininal threshold it becomes unstable to spontaneous division or
fissioning by which surface-to-volume ratio is inmediately inoeased.
Such fissioning is comnonplace. h is observed in the B6nard experiment, in
the nultiplication of living ells, and in the increase in population through the
proliferation ofvillages during the Paleolithic period from approximately 1,500
villag€s at the beginning ro about 75,000 villages at the end (Cameiro, 198?b;
Swenson, in presx). Under the constraint of entrcpy production maximiza,
tion, surfacevolume ratios play a tundamental level-independent role in derermining the way things are (the symmetry states they assum€). Prokaryotes,
b€cause they are difnrsion limited, are an order of naenirude smaller than
eukaryotic cellsi and eukaryotes, beause thev needed an incesed internal
su*ace area to maintain their size, which requied a membrane and an enetgy
syst€m dependent on atmosph€lic O, above a minimal level, did not appear on
earth foi 2.5 billion y€ars. Figure 2 tetls the story of how form liretally explodes
into being (in geological time) as soon as the global chemical potenrial (the
internal force in Figure 6) is ofa sufficient magnitude to driv€ spe€iffcdissiparion
mtes inhering in respiration and transport processesthat could support the
volume. The proposed selection principle provides a physical basis for Haldane's
(Carneiro, 198?a) claim that evolution is a srruggle to maximize surface,
to-volum€ratios which can be seenasthe expectedbehavior ofrhe Earrh system
as a global selforganizing whole to muimize the extension of its dissiparive
sudaces over evolutionary time.
In sunmary, it is nor€d that each level, and each kind ofmaterial subsrrare,
will present speciffc conditions for spontaneous ordeting. The exacr details ol
the conditions sponsorins order will have to be worked out for each particular
instance-level-independenr law acts on level-dependent substrates and the
substates chemselvesare emdgenl At rhe same tim€, the process that engenders spontaneous ord€ring is expressible in a ve.y seneral fashion, indifferent to
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the sp€ciffcs(Fieure 6). Vhat the proposed law oI maximum entropy production
addressesis the bias observed ftom instance to instance, namelv, that st€tems
progrs in the direction of the most rapidly dissipative states given the cond;

OPPORTUMSTICTHERMODYNAMICORICINS OF
VISUALLY GUIDED ACTION
The physical acount of evolution espoused here assume that the Eanh will
evolve asa global entity so 6 to maximize the extension ofits dissipative sudaces
and to degrade, thereby, the g€o-cosmicpotential at the fastest possible rate given
the consftaints (Swenson, 1988, 1989a, i989c). As iniimated, this account has
consequencs for understanding the odgiN of the perceptual guidance of
movements and the movement enhancement of opponunitis to Perceiv€. In
thi6 secrion and th€ next, the previous intimations are made explicit and the
thermodynamic reasons for perception-action cycles are identified.
Another example of a thernodynamic ffeld, sinilar to the glassof water in the
room used earlier, is a wam mountain cabin sitting in cold, snow-covered
woods. This freld will spontaneously contgwe so as to dissipate (minimize) the
t€mperature $adient or potential in whatever ways are possible Th€ oppoftunities include losing hest (producing energy flows) through the walls, through
cracks in the walls, through the gap b€neath the door, and through the window
ro rhe extent that it is open. In like mann€r, the geo-cosmicffeld can be qp€cted
to seize,in opportunistic fashion, accessibledimeroions ofdissipation as thev are
available. Examination of the solar absorption pattern Ior the plan* showa in
Figure ?, togethei with examination of the solar tadlatioa spatrurn for the
planet shown in Figure 8, reveals a tremendous window of opportuDity (in the
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very litaal serse of an open window in the earlier wam cabin example) for
producing thetmodynamic flow with resp€ct to rhe Potential in the 0 4 to 0 7
nanorneter range of the electromagnetic sPectrum.
Opening the window in the heated cabin would produce a heat flux through
th€ window. Consistent with the sam€ phYsical principles, the window in the
absorption specnr-rm(Figure 7) coupl€d with the inassive solar emissivity in this
tange (nore than half of the totali Figure 8), would be expected to produce a
dissipative flux. Becaus€ the quantity of maaer on Earth can be taken to be
conseived (it has remained relatively constant since Hadean times) then such a
flux coNistent with Vernadsky's (192911986) earlier view-must be through
the pro$essive ordering (cycling) of the constituent biogeochenical components. Given the la*'ful nature of prosr€ssive ordenng or level-building behavior, it is hardty suQrising that the light distnbution supporting PerceptuallY
guided actions, namely, th€ visible spectrum, is precisely in this sarne nanow
range as Figue 9 reveals. lndeed Vachtersh:iusd (198?)ashowed that it could
not have ben otherwis€.
As noted earlier, the 6rst photosynthetic bactdia, by hooking the solar
source to outgassed, redued conpounds such as hydrogen sulffde and sultur,
$'ere able to transcend the limits on fermenting bacteria that wqe dep€ndent on
abiogenic organic compounds. Not much latet in geological time, proto'
alt is not our inhtioD
here to endoGe evqv ddail of \l/.che6hdusls
din$ion
b beyond thc scope of this ardcle, hut hh cental arslnent, *hi.h
d&s not daerd on th6e ddails.

*hene. A d..pd
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ctanobactena accomplished true photosynthesis, narnely, oxygenic photosynthesis, by apptying two phocons to the cleavage of one water molecule. They
linked the unlimited photon supply of the solar source to the unlimit€d supply
of elecrrons in wata, releasing oxygen into the atmosphue. The portion of the
electromagnetic spectrum used for oxygenic photosynchesis is la\rtully sp€cified
by rhe comtraints of phorochemistry. In particular, wavelengths higher than
700 nanometers are not stong enough to drive the reaction, and wavelengths
below 400 nanometers chemically ddrroy the organic molecules, for exampte,
proteins and DNA, entailed in the process.The nutuality of the photochemical
laws and the potential ofthe solar window is readi$ appreciated: The fa€ts of
photochemistry afford the self-organization of autocatakineti€ entiries to drain
The receptots for nonphotosynthetic bacteria w€re ffret used for detecting
food. Similarly, photopigments were 6sc used in photosynthesis, and in locating oi moving toward or away frorn places where the wavelength oflight was
suitable or not suitable, respectively, for photochemishy (e.g., lowef in th€ warer
whete the visible spectrum is still strong but where the ulraviolet rays are no
longer harntul). At some point, when cyanobactqia are pesumed to have
constituted a major portion of the biomass on earth, they themselves repro
sented a 6eld potential on which heterohophs (which requir€ carbohydrates
both as an enetgy source and for biosynthesis) began to feed. The heteronophs
used the same photopigm€nts for detecting light, but not to phorosynthesize;
instead the pigments were used ro deted lighr that was specific to where the
aurotophs (photosynthesizing cyanobacteria) wfte feeding (on the light). Lighr
disrributions specifying not light asfood itsef, but inlomation dbort the location
of food, w6 evolutionarily instantiated in its modern sense. Although the
pisments making posrible the registration of lighr distributions were derived
fiom phorosynthetic origins, they were not used fo! photosynthesis itselfbut for
ftacking down second-olderphorosyntheticpotentials.The significanceofthe
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foregoing is that a higher order phenonenon (in this case, th€ autocatakinetics
enrailed by heterotrophic feeding offthe cyanobacteria), coctrained by a higher
order desciption o{ light (not light as such, but what it speciffes),increases the
intensity of the thernodynamic flow. lt provides an additionat means of
hastening the degradation of the g€o-cosmic potential. Contemporary nonphotosynthesizas (e.g., ounelve$ contribute to that hastening in a nannd thar
is evolutionarily continuous with that of the heterotrophs: Maintaining the
capacity to seerequir€s vitamins, 6uch asvitamin A, which nust be obtained by
consuming plants and/or bacteria.

A NEW CI-A.SSOF OBSERVABLES
AND AN
OPPORTUMTYTO EXTENDDYNAMICAL
INTERACTIONS
Living things are aurocatakinetic systems with replicating components. Once
the earth was suficiently cool, replicative order emerged extrenely rapidiy by
rhe standards of geological time. Following the argumenrs just identiffed, the
rapidity of this g.owth is at once easy to understand. Replicative order opened
up the exploration and acFessingof otherwise inaccessible dinensiors of dissipative space, the creating of new drains lor the geo&smic porential. This
section elaborates the theme implicit in the preceding section: That the means
for accessingthese new dimensions of dissipative spacewere perceprion-acrion
cycles. A confluence will be identified among physical laws, the production and
proliferation on earth of replicative order, and the production and evolution of
psception-action cycles (Sweoson, 1989€, 1990). The missing piece to the
argument advan€ed thus far is information in the specificational sens€ a6
advancedby Gibson (1966,197911986)
and €laboratedin referenceto physical
issuesby Kugler and his colleagues(e.g.,Kugler, Shaw, Vicenre, & KinsellaShaw, 1990iKugler & Turvey, 1987,1988).
Livins thinss are imnersed in energy distributions. Notable anong these
ambient enersy dntributions are those for which the mean energy content is
extremely low relative to the enagy asociated with animals, for exarnple,
optical dishibutions and disdbutions o{ volatiie naterials ambient to a path of
obseoation traversed by a flying insect or a running animal. The mas tem can,
rherefore, be suppressedeffectively in the descriptions of rhese energy distributions as they bear on the control and coordination of movenenr (Kugler &
Tuwey, 1987, 1988).The desoiptions in rhe oprical case,for example, are ofthe
spatiotemporal stnrcture-that is, adjacent and successiveorder-that is imposed on the ambient optical distributioG by the layout of environmental
surfaces(atrachedand detachedobjects,places,one'sbody, movementsofonds
body, surface displacernents,defornatioro, collisions, etc.). Gibsont (1966,
19?9/1986)ecologicalconcation of information is founded on the asserrion
that laq{rl relations exist between layour prope(ies ofgeneral signiffcance to the
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governing of activity and macroscopic, noninenial ptopenies of structured
ambienr (optical, mechanical, chemical) enerey disnibutionsi the iatter, thercfore, can specify the forner.
The distinction between information about something and the something in
question needs to be emphasized. Fields of diftsing volarile naterials ffll the air
and are arnbient to each and everv animal. The sourcesof these odors are other
animals and their products, plants and their products, and a few tlpes of
inorganic things. (For the most parr, the minerals of the eanh, the air, and the
water, are odorless.) The information carried by a diffusion 6eld speciffes its
source but is not chemically identical with its source (Gibson, 1966). For
example, the body odor of an individual aninal is speciffc to its body but does
not have the same ch€mical composition. Behind the explication of the infornation carried by ffelds of diftrsing volatile materials is an €cological chemistry
(Gibson, 1966). This chenistry expressesthe fact that some vapors (and, in the
case of tasting, some solutions) are in{ormative about their souces without
being chemically identical with them. Analogous tasks con{iont ecological
optics, ecological acoustics, ecological nechanics, and so on.
Also deserving of emphasis is the distin€tion between available infotmation
and det€cted information. Energy distributions ambient to a point of observation are strudured in ways speciffc to the surface layout su[ouDding the point
of obs€rvation and to the point of observations position relative to those
sunoundings. They provide, therefore, opponuniti€s for beins tnlo'n"d. These
opportunities are what they are because the invariant relarioN between the
properties of the sunound and obsrvation point and the pioperties of structured ambient energy distributions are what they are. These opportuniti€s are
not dependent on livins things; they are simply available and wh*het or not
they are used by a living thing depends on its perceptual capacitie, the activity
it is engaged in, and other factors. The foregoing s€ts th€ stage for appreciating
that information in Gibson's law-based, specincational senseprovid€s a higher
order window of oppotunity tunctionauy analogous to the 0.4 to 0.7 nanometer
range of the elecnomagnetic spectrum. lt is rhere for the exploiting and its
opportunistic exploitation augments the dissipation ofthe geGcosmic potential.
There are thr€e decisive ideas behind the ecological conception of informa'
tion (Kugler & Turvey, 1987; Tuvey, 1990). Fi6t, altemative descriptions in
macro6copic kinematic, gemeffiq or tenporal tems, singly or in combination,
can be given of the low-enetgy distnbutions enveloping living things. Second,
these alternative descriptioN are law based and, thereby, determinate. Third,
these alternative descriptions do not causethe movements of living things -thet
are not 6timuli (Cibson, i979l1986)-but provide the basisfor reliably conftolling behavior. lt is because informarion in Gibrcn's speciffetional sense is
detaminate that purposetul activity can b€ conducted in a consistendy reliable
manner. The strength of the eoloeical conception of information ftom che
perspecriv€ of a physical thery of living things is that it identifies information as
(a) an aspect of ontoloey clos€ to (within the r€ach o0 dynanics, and (b) a rich
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€lassof new obsdvables permitting interactions beyond those pernitted by the
observables (notably, forces) nornally identified in physical theory (Kugler &
Turuey, 1987,1988;Turvey, 1990).
Point (b) is ofpanicular relevance to the present argument. These law-based
kinemati€, g€ometric, and temporal propenies ofsftuctured energy dnhiburions
mak€ possible an additional repertoire o{ stable and raroducible tunctiom foi
any sysrem able to establish a linkage (Rosen, 1978) berween th€se properties
and its own kinetic propqties, speciffcany, its ability to produce forces f;om irs
on-board energy supplies (Kugler & Turvey, 198?). This ability, o{ couce,
characte.izes living rhings. lt has local and elobal consequences.
A striking difterence between living autocarakin€tic systems (replicativ€
order) and nonliving autocatakinetic systems is that rhe nonliving are captives
of cheir local potenrials whereas the living are not. If rhe local energy resource is
iemoved fiom a nonliving auto€atakinetic system-for *ample, turning off the
heat in the B€nard experinent-then rh€ system 'dies.' When rhe local enogy
resouice is removed ftorn a living thing, however-for example, when {ood in
the vicinity of an organisn is depler€d-an increase in activiry rarher than a
decreaseor stoppageof activity is usually th€ reacrion. As obsewed at the outset,
the percatual guidance of movements and the Dovement enhancement of
opportunities ro perceive, exr€nd to animals particular beneffts in rheir hunt for,
and consunmation of, energy resources. ln nature, food is o{ten distibuted in
reasonably circumscribed patches MacArthur & Pianka, 1966);with resped ro
birds, for example, patches comprise differenr t.e€s, different branches, different
regionsofgrassland,and so on.In the most seneralofcases,the energyvalue of
patches is a random variable with parch values varyins in time and with the
Gequency and density of exploitation. In perceiving-acting, living things hook
their on-board energy reseNoirs onro the invariants of ambient oprical disnibutions, compression wave lionts and wave trains, ff€lds of diffusing voiatile
naterials, and so on, to search out rercutces discontinuously located in space
and tirne, and to access,thereby, hisher ordds oldissipative space. Behind this
ability of living things to behave arbitrariiy with respect to local potentials and
to coordinate their behavior with respect to high€! ordd ffeld invariants is the
arbiftariness ofthe component production process(S\renson, 1990).Replicative
ordering requircs a set of intelnal coNtraints that are discr€te, sequentiai, and
rate-indep€ndent, relative to the rest ofthe autocatakinetic cycle. The order o{
the sequences,like the words on thi6 page, or the sequence of base pairs in a
DNA stine, is thermodynamically arbitrary with respect to the rate ar which
they are 'written' and "read't (Patree,1973iPolanyi, 1968).
The role of perception-action cycles enhancins the maintenance ofon-board
'Foi exanple. the anount of ATI io Eplicar. a *rins ofDNA is th€ sane regardle$
of the
particul,. equencc, or th. diffs€nce in th€ moutu of e.t.opy produccdin wlitins or printinc two
phres of the sne hnsth bur wirh compler.ly diff.lent meaninEsis incomequenti.l sith resardto
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enersy resurces is a description 6om th€ point of view of the level of the
individual organism. The role ofpeiception-acrion cycl€s enhancing the rate of
dissipation of energy resources, is a desffiprion in terms of rh€ environinent or
6eld. Living rhings wirh the capacity to perceive how and where they are
moving, and with the €oordinate capacity to move in ways that allow them to
perceive more and ro p€.c€iv€ better, expand the patches ofthe planet in which
energy degradation can take place. ln the terms introduced above, they expand
the Earth's dissipative space.Thus the purposes of living thing, are ditrerentiations or productions, lit€rally higher ordq symmery states, ofthe environment
itself rowardsirs own ends.
ln sum, the coordination of the autocarakinetics of living things wirh rhe
observables of kinematic fields provides accessto otherwise i.accessible opporrunities ro produce order€d flow and thereby dissipate potentiais ar faster rates.
The progresive emergence of pdception accion €ycles and rhe exploratory
behavior they entail, both phylogenetically and ontogenetically, in hooking
autocarakin€tics to a new higher order observables in dissiparive space is the
spontaneous production of the global self-organizing whole. Perception-action
cycles,in the words of Vernadsky (1929,/1986),are reeular tunctions of the
global system itseli Progressiv€evolutionary ordering entails the production of
increasingly higher ordced star€s-higher ord€r slmmenies ofthe world itselfin
its own b€coming- and perceptifu-a.tion is th. Phtstcsd, rl€se /"vel'. There is no
orher way ro coordinate the dvnamics at these levels.

SEEKINGSIMLITL]DES
The search conduced in the ptesent arricle has been for what DArcy
Thonpson (19i7l1961) refeued to as a conmunity of principles or essential
similitudes. A quest for physical causesoften mergeswith a search for relations
between, or siniiarities in, things that are apparently disconneted. A similitude
has been shown among such apparently disconnected rhings as atmospheric
oxygen, B6nard elis, and perception-action cycles. ldentifying similirudes is
often rewarded by improved understanding in other matcers. One example is
giv€n, by way of summary.
Nearly halfa century ago Benalantrr (1952)showedrhat spontaneousorder,
and even increase in rhe d€gree of order, can occur in open sysrems. The
requirenent, he obser,,,ed,was that entropy production compensarefor internal
entropy reduction so as to satisfy the inequality demanded by the second law,
nanely, changes in enuopy must always be positive excepr at thermodynamic
equilibrium when they are absent. However, given Bolczmanns claim rhat
ord€rcd stat€s are infinitely inprobable, the fact that such ordered states are
permitred to exist as long as they pay the price of doing business (rheir encopy
debt) does not account for whv thev exnr. ft does nor account for where such
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debt payers, purposively smrggling agaimt the iaws of physics, cone fiom, or
why they are ubiquitously put into business in the first place.
The often€xpressed theme of living thinss shuggling against physical law is
an expression ofa more general tradition, that of holding anirnal and €nvtonoent as distinct and logicauy independent. The inability to dplain the business
of living things and thei reason for conducting it, magnifies the presumed
discordance between rhe principles of living things and the pdnciples of rhe
world in which they live. Gibson (19?9/1986)identiffed the cornerstoneofan
cological approach to p€rception and action as animal+nvironment mutuality
and took issuewith the animal-environment dualism on whi€h most perceptual
th€odes, past and present, had been established(lnnbatdo, 1986; Shaw &
Turvey, 1981i Turvey & Shaw, 1979;Turvey, Shaw, Reed, & Mace, 1981).
Mutuality had been expressed with equal vigor several decades before in
Vernadsky's (192911986)promotion of a global perspective on evolution.
The cognate hpotheses that living things coordinate their autocatakinetics
with respect to information in the sp€cificational sense,and in so doing piovide
accessto tunher dimensions of dissipative space' flag the reciprocal relarion
bdween order produccion (internal entropy reduction) and entropy Foducrion.
Vhen a th€rmodynamic llow ffeld produces spontaneous order, the race of
entlopy production increas€s bY a concomitant amount; rhe more order produced the faster the ffeld ninimizes irs 6eld potentials and mdimizes its entropy.
lf the physical selection principle is that a themodynamic ffeld selects those
dynamics thar reduc€ its pbt€ntials at the fastest rate for the constrainK, then
ordered stacesare the productions oI {ields towards theit own ends. They are the
inexorable products of natural law rathe! than mi.aculous debt payers fighting
against it. Th€ paradox with respect to the second law and living things is
thereby dissolved and the notion of muiuality bet\teen living things and the
world is therebv lawtully entailed. Th€ t,c d is h rhe a er Prod .tio b.,jiness,
includifls rhz businessaf FodtcinE liains thh$s ald rhei perczPtiofl a d a.tisn
.abacititi6, becauseod.er ptoAres eno,J fasrer th!4 dxdd4.
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